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Trump Gives Away Jerusalem to Settle $100m
Campaign Debt
Muslim and Christian Worlds in Uproar as the 3000 year old Holy City of
Patriarchs sold to Casino Boss
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In a politically motivated move the repercussions of which will incite anger throughout the
world, Donald Trump the elected President of the United States has made a dangerous
decision, so stupidly inept as to be unbelievable, that could ignite the entire Middle East,
including Turkey, Africa and Europe.

In a quid pro quo for favours rendered, this amateur president has made a decision that
marks him out as the weakest incumbent of the White House in American history. Some
would describe him as moronic. Whatever the correct description, he has laid the fire for a
conflagration that could impact millions.

The only ones to benefit, apart from the campaign donor, being the hard-Right Likud Party
of Binyamin Netanyahu who is presently under investigation for corruption regarding, inter
alia,  alleged  kickbacks  on  multimillion  dollar  purchases  of  submarines  from  German
Chancellor Angela Merkel.

To have the world’s most powerful state under the control of an apparent misogynistic,
moronic  madman  is  the  most  frightening  prospect  for  everyone  in  the  international
community from Europe through the Middle East to Africa, Asia and the Americas.

Any American president who is  willing to betray both Christianity and Islam by selling
Jerusalem, the Holy City, for ‘thirty pieces of silver’ in  order to swing an election, should not
be trusted further in high office. He is too dangerous and should be removed by democratic
process, in the interests not just of America but the world. 
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